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AccessXpert Enterprise Security Solution

Open, mobile, cloud security gives 
your team innovative tools to respond 
in seconds — from anywhere.  



The next evolution in security 
technology empowers your 
personnel and delivers savings — 
anywhere, any time.
The Schneider ElectricTM AccessXpert evolves your security operations, enabling personnel to operate with maximum efficiency in 
today’s constantly changing, mobile environment. AccessXpert’s simplified user interface, open protocol support, mobile device 
options, and Web- and cloud-based architectures deliver new capabilities without complex learning curves. Easy. Intuitive. Effective.
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Reduce operating costs
The integration, wireless, and cloud capabilities of  AccessXpert 
combine for a highly efficient cost footprint, upfront and ongoing. 
The familiar, intuitive user interface reduces personnel training 
costs while off-the-shelf  devices and universal protocols simplify 
support and maintenance. Integration to your BMS enables 
greater energy savings. 

Simplify integration
AccessXpert brings together disparate security systems such 
as access control, intrusion detection, mass messaging, and 
video surveillance into an easy-to-use interface. Furthermore, 
AccessXpert enables simplified integration with building 
management systems fostering new possibilities for enhanced 
security and efficiency.

Experience beyond open systems
One of  the industry’s most innovative and open solutions, 
AccessXpert incorporates the flexibility of  Mercury Hardware, 
the standard communications of  BACnetTM and the global history 
of  Schneider Electric open solutions. Utilizing a full RESTFUL 
API and WebServices, AccessXpert simplifies integrations and 
reduces development cost.

Increase flexibility and mobility
Mobile applications get your security operations team out of  
the command center and allow them to be visible and present 
throughout your business. From a smart device or laptop, your 
team can make clear, informed decisions to more effectively 
secure your enterprise.

Choose cloud-based or local
The hosted application and database reside in a secured 
cloud environment with replication across multiple servers for 
redundancy, or a nonhosted server and database option resides 
on your premise. The choice is yours.

Merge physical and cybersecurity
The secure structure in AccessXpert meets stringent security 
requirements and government regulations, so only authorized 
personnel access your security system. Encryption and 
authentication protect communications between controllers, 
workstations, and mobile devices.
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